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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
27,2 (1986) 
ON A CUSS OF LOCALLY COMPLETELY DECOMPOSABLE 
ABELIAN GROUPS 
Ladislav BICAN, Jaroslav HORA 
Abstract: This paper deals with the clas ffll of all torsion-
free abelian groups G for which there is a partition sr=TT%UJf2u 
u . . • o 3T_ of the set err of all primes such that for each j e 
6{1,2,...,n$ the group G 0 Z is completely decomposable with 
the ordered type set T(G 0 1 ). The subclasses of wl consisting 
of the groups having all the pure (regular) subgroups in 771 are 
characterized. 
Key words: Completely decomposable group, pure subgroup, 
regular subgroup, type set. 
Classification: 20K20 
In the papers £23 and £33 an almost complete description of 
all completely decomposable torsionfree abelian groups any pure 
(regular) subgroup of which is completely decomposable was presen-
ted. The results obtained have been recently completed by A.A. 
Kravcenko in L6]. In the past ten years the class of Butler groups 
(torsionfree homomorphic images of completely decomposable torsi-
onfree groups of finite rank) was studied very intensively by se-
veral authors. Among other results, the first author in £43 show-
ed that G is a Butler group if and only if there is a partition 
3T = JI u sr o . . . u jr of the set ST of all primes such that 
G ® Z is completely decomposable with the ordered type set for 
J 
each j €{1,2,...,n \. So, it is natural to study the properties of 
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"locally completely decomposable groups" G in the sense that the-
re is a partition jr = jr. u 3r« c! . . . u #-. of it such that G €) Z 
is completely decomposable with the ordered type set for each 
je*(l,2,...,n}. The purpose of this note is to characterize the 
classes of such groups which are closed under pure ( r e g u l a r ) sub-
groups . 
By the word "group" we shall always mean an additively writ-
ten abelian group. The symbols N,N and 3f are used for the set 
of all positive integers, non-negative integers and the set of 
all primes, respectively. If jr' is a subset of si then Z , will 
denote the group of rationals with denominators prime to every 
p 6 if' . If 3 is a rank one torsionfree group of the type x and 
sr* is a set of primes, then the type of J O Z , will be simply de-
noted by X ® 1 t . If G is a completely decomposable group, G = 
= .© T3. , then the set of types ^ ( 3 . ) , iel, is denoted by T(G). 
i*l * r 
Other notations and terminology are essentially the same as in 
L53. 
Lemma 1: Let X and 6" be the types and 3T1 be a set of pri-
mes such that TT ® Z , < ® ® I , . If JT= 37\u 3f'u . . . u jf is a 
partition of 3T then $ <S) Z , < c r ® 7 for some je{l 
3T n Jtj it n 3»j 
2,...,n}. 
Proof: If x and & are characteristics belonging to the 
types x and 6* , respectively, and t ( p ) <c tf(p) = oo for some 
p c. Jt/ , then p € or- for some j 6(1,2, ...,n] and we are through. 
In the opposite case, there is an infinite subset 3r" & jr' such 
that *£ ( p ) -=: €»(p) for each p c jr" . Then, for some j c*(l ,2, . . . 
...,n}, the intersection sr1 n Jf. is infinite and the assertion 
follows. 
Lemma 2: Let «- f_,... be the tvnp- such that 
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t, ® 1 , <: x~ ® I , < . . . for some subset JT' Q jr . If 71 = JT, u 
u Jt2u . . . ̂3T* is a partition of jr and jr'. = jr'o JY. , then for 
some j 6ll,2,...,nl the sequence £̂ ^ €> Z , *-> t^ ® -T^, *= . . . 
contains infinitely many different terms. 
Proof: It follows easily from Lemma 1. 
Notation. A sequence it,, Z„,... f of types will be simply 
denoted by 4X• \. If {x.\ and 46\} are two sequences of types 
then the symbol i%A <$6\$ means that x. < 6\ for all i,jeN. 
Lemma 3: Let 4f.$ and •{&.} be two sequences of types and 
ST1 be a set of primes such that 4 5 • (g> Z , i and [ 6\ <g> Z } are in-
l jr J- J T ' 
creasing sequences of types and \%.® 1^, i < \C. €> 1 \ . If .X = 
= jr u tr? ̂  . . . on is a partition of ir then, for some jg{l,2, 
. . . ,nl, 4 £, €> Z , J < { & ® Z \ and 4^ 1 S> Z } con-
tains an infinite increasing sequence of types. 
Proof : By Lemma 2 there is j € 41,2,...,n } such that the se-
quence a. & Z ± X0 0 Z , *... contains infinitely many 
different terms. The assertion now follows from the obvious fact 
t h a t %. ® I , i. ^ Z ; w * &, ® Z • _ -fe . . . for each i £ N. 
i jr oir^ 1 Jt n Jfi 2 arr»3?i -
Lemma 4 : let {X ̂  y \x t \ , . . . ,\x\] be sequences of types and 
Jr'be a set of primes such t h a t i t ^ e Z^,] is an in f in i te increasing 
sequence of types for each k e i l , 2 , . . . ,l\ and tx\ <8> 1 A <4£? €> l^}< 
< . . . ^ U j e Z ^ L Let 3T= -T^St-,. ..O3Tn be a part i t ion of the set 
Tt and tn\ = Jt'n jy ̂  , j <£ f l , 2 , . . . , n] . I f 1 j e41, 2 , . . . ,n ] is the 
umber of pairs 4 £ * e Z^.} < 4 £ * + 1® z^, {, k e tV 2 , . . . , 1-lJ, where 
* k 3 J 








 ̂ n -
1
 - -• 
Proof: For any keU,2,...,l-l} Lemma 3 yields the exist-
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ence of j.£ -.1,2, ... ,n } such thatf**©Z # }<i%\
+1®l , \ and 
kXiQlrfx \ contains an infinite sequence of types. 
\ 
Lemma 5: Let M be an ordered set of types having chains of 
increasing sequences of arbitrary lengths. Then M contains an in-
finite chain of increasing sequences. 
Proof: On the set CfC of all increasing sequences of types 
from M we define the equivalence relation s in the following way: 
-I't.} 2 \ &A if and only if there is an increasing sequence ipA 
of types from M such that all f. s and all &. s are equal to so-
me element of -[ <p .] . Further, we de f i ne the ordering r? on % in 
such a way that $%A£ i^i^ if anc* oniv if either {%A H i & A 
or there is m c N such that a > %. for all ieN. Since the rela-
— m i — 
tion I? is obviously a total ordering on CrC , the assertion fol-
lows now easily. 
Lemma 6: Let M be an ordered set of types satisfying the fol-
lowing condition: 
( * ) If ?r' is a subset of jr such that the set H 0 Z ,= 
= \ X 0 Z \x £ H\ contains an increasing sequence x\< ^2< 
then there is a prime p 6 jr' such that X(p) - co for each type 
% <i M ® Z^, with -^ < ^2 < . . . < £ , 
If M contains a chain {% }] < {r f < . . . <i% ^\ of 1 increas-
ing sequences of types then there is a partition Jf = Sf. \j jt^U . . . 
...u3t, of 3i such that ^£:?<*>Z_, } contains an infinite increa-
1 1 JTk 
sing sequence for J4ik, j,k fe Al,2, . . . ,1}, and it is a finite set 
of types otherwise. 
Proof: Setting stx = i P e -*r | T*(p) < oo i we obviously get 
that { { ; ® Z^ j is an infinite increasing sequence. Moreover, 
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the assumption that 4 Z J <& 1^ \ contains for some j e 4 l , 2 , . . . , l - 1} 
an infinite increasing sequence of types leads to a contradiction 
with the condition ( * • ) . 
Assume that for some rc{l,2,...,l - 1} we have constructed 
the subsets jrf + 1,. . ., sf^ of sr such that -f ̂  ̂  ® Z J contains 
an infinite sequence of types for each je-fr + 1,...,1J and the 
set i^.^^1^ } is finite whenever J4-K and j e {1,2, . . . ,1}, k e 
6 4r + 1,. . . ,1 J. Denoting of' =jr\(jr r + 1u...u JT-,) we easily 
get from Lemma 2 that the set •( ̂  f <2> Z , } contains an infinite in-
creasing sequence of types. Setting st = { p c sr' \ t\(p)< 00J we 
see that the set 4 IS.® Z \ contains an infinite increasing se-
r 
quence of types, too. As above, the assumption that the set 
H • (5 -_ (, j £*{1,2, . . . ,r - 1$, contains an infinite increas-
ing sequence of types leads to a contradiction with the conditi-
r+1 on (*). Moreover, the choice of ft r gives that X, (p) =00 
for each p e st and so the set \x J <g) 1 \ is finite for each j & r 1 sf r 
e-jr + 1, . . . ,1}. Finally, we set 3T. = 3T ~ (.flu***..•*->#-,) and *ne 
proof is finished. 
Lemma 7: Let M be an ordered set of types satisfying the 
condition ( iO from the preceding Lemma. If M contains no two in-
creasing sequences i% A and \&A with "f/£\}<{$'il then there 
is a partition st - ST* u if0 of st such that M © 1. is inversely 
•*• Z 3i 1 
well-ordered and either jr0 = 0 or M © Z_ contains an infinite 1 st j 
A A -• 
increasing sequence 6\ < €?2<... such that for each n c N the set 
Kx e M6»Z t f I £ <s & n ] is inversely well-ordered and for each 
3 e M g> Z it is either x = R (the type of the additive group of 
2̂ 
all rationals) or x & fr for some ncN. 
n — 
Proof: If M contains no infinite increasing sequence, then 
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is 
it is inversely well-ordered and it suffices to put Sf^ = 3f, 
tf2 * 0. 
Assume that M contains an infinite increasing sequence ^ i * ' 
Set T = ^ e M|£ > £ . for all i€.N?, ^ =-fp e st\ r ( p ) < cP f o r 
some t e l j and 3t2 = 3r\jfj. Since M satisfies the condition (#)» 
the set i r t i ® Ijf 1 is finite and consequently the set M ® 1^ 
inversely well-ordered. By Lemma 2, the sequence i%i ® Z^ J con-
tains * infinitely many different terms and the assertion follows 
easily (by the choice of 3t\). 
Definition 1: For a positive integer n let 7 3 l ( n ) be the 
class of all torsionfree groups G having the property that there 
is a partition w = Tr^u &2^ • • • u 3Y of the set St of all primes 
such that the group G ® Z is completely decomposable with the 
ordered type set T(G ® Z ) for every j e il,2,...,n \ . For comple-
j 
teness set W ( 0 ) = 0 and let Wl be the union of all WUn) s, 
W = ̂ ^ m ( n ) . 
Lemma 8: Let G be a completely decomposable group of the 
form G = 3 ® . © 3. , where 3 and 3. are of rank one and of the 
types ti and %.t itN, respectively. If sr = 4pi,P2>---$ is a set 
of primes such that r, ® Z , < x 2 ® Z , < . . . < ^ ® Z , and t ( p ) < 
-£ co for each p e JT' , then G contains a pure subgroup S not be-
longing to the class IRtL . 
Proof: In each 3., ieN, select an element u. with rr ( u . ) = 
= 0 for all j 6.-11,2, . . . ,i\ and let 0-*-ue3 be arbitrary. If 
re (u) = e., we choose the elements v,, v 2 , . . . in 3 such that 
3i 
el ei 
Dl 1 = u a n d Di vi = vi-l f o r a 1 1 i C-[2,3, . . .5 . 
Considering the pure subgroup 
r 
S - <v x + p1u1> v2 + P1P2u2, . . . , v. + p 1p 2. . .piui, . . . >^ 
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of G, we are going to show that S 4 1NI -
Proving indirectly, suppose that there is a partition xr= 
= 3t1Ujr'2v^...ujrf1 of st such that S 0 1 is completely decom-
posable with the ordered type set T(S<3> Z ) for each je*fl,2,... 
^3 
. . . ,n j. By Lemma 2 there is j £-{1,2, • • • >nl such that for tf\ = 
= :Jr'n JT\ the sequence -Cli.® Z.J contains infinitely many diffe-
3 ^3 
rent terms. Obviously, S ® Z , is completely decomposable and 
"S <5> Z . > XK 0 Z . for all ieN. 
J J oo 
The group S © Z t can be w r i t t e n in the form S <g) Z , = ® S. , 
where S. i s a homogeneous completely decomposable group of the t y -
pe 6\ and 6*k < 6 V + 1 , k e N . I f p e Jr? i s any pr ime, then v + 
+ p ,p 2 . . -P s
u
s€. H, = S , © S 2 6 > • . . ® S . By hypo thesis, there ex-
i s t s an element v.. + PiPo • • -P t u t e H 2 = i t . - ^ > i S k ' F u r t n e r > PiPo-*-
e o i 1 + l e .+ l e„ 
• • • P s
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2> n l € 
e H, , h2^ H2, and from the form of S 0 Z . it follows PjPo-•• 
.o h, = v + PiP0---P„u„ which contradicts h,_ (v ) = 0. • ps 1 s r r l rs s Ps 
Lemma 9: Let G be a completely decomposable group of the 
form G =.(?i) 3* + • ®A JI» where J., 3'. are of rank one and of 
the types %. , %1, ieN, respectively. If sr' = 4 p, ,p2,. . . } is a 
set of primes such that £-_ ® Z^, < $ 2 €> Z < . . . < 3^ ® Z < 
< ... < ^<8> l#, < ... < $'2 €> I*, < %i® Z#, and ^•(Pi) < OO 
for each ieN, then G contains a pure subgroup S not belonging 
to the class /3Tt » 
Proof: In each Ĵ , ieN, select an element u' with hG (u.') = 0 
- И З 
and for all i,J€-Nf select the elements u . . e 3 . with h ( u . . ) 
3 p 3 P | -3 
4.. u r 
*J p j v*i -O 
j e N . 
Considering the pure subgroup 
S =<u^ + p ^ . l i , 3€H>1 
of G, we are going to show that S 4 1tfl • 
Proving indirectly, suppose that there is a partition sr -
= JT, U si~u " • u 3f - of sf such that S 0 1 is completely decom-
posable with the ordered type set T(S ® Z ; for each j€-(l,2,... 
, *3 
...,nj. By Lemma 2 there is j £41,2,. . . ,n} such that for jr. = 
= jf'n $(1 the sequence 4"fc. 6> Z , i contains infinitely many dif-
ferent terms. Obviously, S 0 Z . is completely decomposable and 
$'k® Ẑ , > $* €) Ẑ , for all i, ksN. 
3 3 00 
The group S ® Z , can be written in the form S® 2 , = © S. , 
-" j T̂j M, «1 K 
where S. is a homogeneous completely decomposable group of the ty-
pe <f. and &. < ^i<+1»
 k eM* ** Ps € 3fi is any prime, then u' + 
+ p u ,6 H, = S,S S2 © . . . ® S . By hypothesis, there exists an 
0 A 
element u + Psust* t n e *ype of w n i c n is greater than &, so that 
us + Ps ust 6 H2 "fc^,* V F ^ e r , P8<u8l - u,t) = (us • psusl) -
- (u« + Ps
u
st^
c^- H e n c e usi "
 uste ^' ^ being pure in G. Therefo-
re u , - u . = h, + h2, h,£ H, , h-,€ H2, and from the form of 
r* 
S ® Z , it follows p^h, = u' + p u . which contradicts h_ (u') = 0 
jf. s i s s s i "s 
Lemma 10: Let G be a completely decomposable group of the 
form G ». ®, 3?, where 3^ are of rank one and of the types % i?, 
i,J€N. If the sequences Ai^}, \% *), . . . form an infinite chain 
of increasing sequences of types, then G contains a pure subgroup 
S not belonging to the class iPtl . 
Proof: Let *r=4p1,P2,. } be the set of all primes 
and p be a fixed prime. For each pair of sequences with 4 1: ? 3 > 
- ІH 
> \%*i and t^(p)4-oo for all i c N select in 4<£f? the type 
with index p r and in the sequence { X \\ select the types with in-
P1 
dices p s, l€.N. In the corresponding groups choose the elements 
u » u^» u2-> with zero p-heights. Finally, denote r M(p) -
t s r s r 1 = tg + pux,u + pu2, \. 
Now, let us use the construction described above for all 
pairs r,se N with i% *l < ix ?? and t?(p) 4-oo for all U N and 
all p £ jr. 
We set S = < U * M( P), s,reN>
G • S uPP o s e that S c M and 
4|> c JJ» r ¥ 
let X = ?r\ u JT« v . . . u St' be the corresponding partition of the 
set 3f . From Lemma 3 it easily follows that for any jrl, j ef 1,2, 
...,1$ there are u,v,wcN such that 
i*1 © z ar'j} < ix I ® z y ^ < { fc J ® z y. f, 
and each of these sequences contains infinitely many different 
terms. Clearly, for some p est'. r ^ ( p ) © Z jr'. 4:00 for any ic N. 
However, for these p e si and u,vc N we have already constructed 
the set " M(p) and for the elements of this set we get contradic-
tion by the same methods as in the preceding proof. 
Lemma 11: Let G = D @ H be a completely decomposable group 
with the ordered type set, where D is divisible and H reduced. If 
T(H) is either inversely well-ordered or it contains an infinite 
increasing sequence < x 1 < r 2
< - - - -*ucn that for every x c T(H) 
it is x < t n for some n £ N and the set {-ie T(H)|t .s^ni is 
inversely well-ordered for every n eN, then any pure subgroup of 
G is completely decomposable. 
Proof: See [2, Theorem 2] and [6, Theorem 1]. 
Definition 2: We shall say that a torsionfree group G satis-
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fies the condition (P) if for any subset or £ en such that G © Z ( 
is completely decomposable with the ordered type set T(G ® Ẑ ,, ) 
A A 
containing an increasing sequence t* < X2
 < ••• tbere is a pri-
me p € at' such that X(p) = 00 for each type ze T(G <g> Z ) with 
%x< %2 < . . . < x . 
Proposition 1; If G is a torsionfree group which does not 
satisfy the condition (P), then G contains a pure subgroup not be-
longing to the class ffll . 
Proof: By hypothesis, there is a subset it' c of such that 
G 0 l^t is completely decomposable with the ordered type set 
'\ A 
T(G<3)Z3f/) containing an increasing sequence ^, < X 2 < . . . such 
that for every prime p € or' there is a type % e T(G © Z /) with 
•t1< X2< • • • < X and x(p) < 00 . 
Let it* = { p1 ,p2,. . .\ be any ordering on the set or' . By hypo-
thesis, there is a type ar'j 6 T(G © Z ) with X^< x 2 < . . . < r^ 
and *c.(p.)<oo . Suppose that we have found the types xl , T?2, 
.. . , x'k in T(G ® Z , ) in such a way that ^ < £ 2< . . . < x'k< . . . 
. . . £ <r'2 £ T^ and t ^ p ^ < 0° for each i efl,2, ...,kj. If 
^ k(p k + 1) < <x> , then we set £'k+1 = §'k- If ^'^Pk+i)
 = °° t h e n> 
by hypothesis, there is ^ k + 1 e f(G .*> 2 ,) such that t , < t^< ... 
. . . < ^'k+1--= '2 k and ^k+l^
pk+l^ < °° * Thus, by the induction, we 
have constructed the types %\> x2,... in T(G 0 Z , ) in such a way 
that * £ 1 < ' t 2 < . . . < ' t n < . . . < x'n 4:... 6x'2 4 $\ and t'^p^ < 00 
for all ic N. An application of Lemma 8 or 9 gives the existence 
of a pure subgroup S of G ® 2̂ ,, which does not belong to the class 
Tfltl . This finishes the proof owing to the simple facts that S n G 
is pure in G and (SnG) €> Z^, - S. 
Definition 3: We shall sav that a torsionfree group G satis-
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fies the condition (R) if there is a non-negative integer 1 such 
that for any subset ?f'& $ for which G ® T#, is completely decom-
posable with the ordered type set T(G ® l^t ) any chain of increa-
sing sequences ix \ i < -tX * i < .. . of elements from T ( G © ^ ) con-
tains at most 1 terms. 
Proposition 2: If G is a torsionfree group which does not 
satisfy the condition (R), then G contains a pure subgroup not be-
longing to the class Ws . 
Proof: We can suppose that G e Itfl and so there is a parti-
tion jr = sr. u ftnu ... u 3T n of 7C such that G ® 1 is a comple-
l / n it • 
tely decomposable grogp with the ordered type set T(G ® Z^ ) 
for each je«tl,2,..., n}. By hypothesis, for every leN there is 
a subset 3t , e $r such that G 0 Z_, is completely decomposable 
with the ordered type set T(G ® 2. ) containing at least 1 incre-
asing sequences ^ ; U { ' c : } < . . . < i % 7 } of elements . It fol-
lows from Lemma 4 easily that for some j e i l , 2 , . . . , n } the type 
set T(G ® Z ) contains the increasing chains of increasing se-
quences of arbitrary l engths . Consequently, Lemma 5 yields that 
T(G ® V, ) contains an infinite chain of increasing sequences. 
J 
Now it suffices to apply Lemma 10 . 
The following example shows that the condition (P) is not 
sufficient for a group G e /Wt to have all pure subgroups in the 
class 1tfi> -
^ CO 
Example: Let sr - S-^A ** i< De a disjoint decomposition of ST 
into infinite subsets, gf. = *iP|<i jPuo'* * *̂  *or eacn k^il- F°r 
each pair i,jc N we define the characteristic t? such that for 
each U N we set ^ ( P ^ ) = °0 tot k< j, ^(p^x^ = * for k = 3 
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and ^ ( P U T ) S 0 tot k > j . Then the corresponding types form an 
infinite increasing chain of increasing sequences \nz, }< -C x . < 
< .... If Jj is a rank one group of the type £?> then the group 
G s \ ® 3? obviously satisfies the condition (P), but does not 
satisfy the condition (R). 
Definition 4: We shall say that a torsionfree group G is of 
the type (n, 1) if G c Itl (n) \ Wl (n-1) and G satisfies the con-
dition (R) with 1 the smallest possib le . 
Proposition 3: If G is a torsionfree group of the type (n,l) 
satisfying the condition (P), then every pure subgroup of G be-
longs to some class '221 (m), where m^2nl. 
Proof: By Lemmas 6 and 7 there is a partition of the set 3r 
into at most 2nl parts, 3T = JT,u-*r2 v̂  ... u jr* k, such that for 
each j e "fl,2,... ,ki the group G © Z is completely decomposable 
3 
of the form D €>H, where D is divisible, H reduced and T(H) is ei-
ther inversely well-ordered or it contains an infinite increasing 
sequence £ , < ̂ 2
< ••• sucn *nat *or e v e ry ^ £ T(H) it is t < %± 
for some i € N and the set ̂ t e T(H)| t ̂  r j is inversely well-or-
dered for every i € H. An application of Lemma 11 now finishes the 
proof. 
Remark: With respect to the proofs of Lemmas 6 and 7 it is 
not too hard to show that to any neN, 1 e N^ and m e N with m-=*2nl 
' —' —o — 
there exists a torsionfree group G of the type (n,l) containing 
a pure subgroup S belonging to the class "Wt(m) \ 9?t(m-l). 
Theorem 1: Any pure subgroup of a torsionfree group G be-
longs to 7ft if and only if G satisfies conditions (P) and (R). 
Proof: By Propositions 1, 2 and 3. 
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Definition 5: We shall say that a torsionfree group G sa-
tisfies the condition (Rg) if for any subset of S if such that 
G ® Z^, is completely decomposable with the ordered type set 
T(G^Zjr,) containing an increasing sequence i;, < "*?2 < • • • *ne~ 
re is a prime p e <rf' such that t.(p) = oo for some k e N . 
Lemma 12: If a torsionfree group G satisfies the condition 
(Rg) then it satisfies the1 condition (P) . 
Proof: Obvious . 
Lemma 13: Let M be an ordered set of types satisfying the 
following condition: 
(**) If *' is a subset of St such that the set M ® Z^, = 
= Kt <g) Z^, |t c M{ contains an increasing sequence if,*- if2< . . . 
then there is a prime p € .Jf' such that ifk(p) = co for some keN. 
If M contains no two increasing sequences \zA and -16J 
with • I '& . l < -l8\l then there is a partition 7f = Jf, u jr2 of or 
such that M ® Z is inversely well-ordered and either JT2 = 0 
or M © Z contains an infinite increasing sequence &. < %«< • • • 
such that for each n € N the set i i c M ® Z 1 $ .£ &„ } is inverse-
-"" JTo n •* 
ly well-ordered, for each x e M ® 2 it is either nz = R or x < 
2 
< C n for some neN and for every prime p it is &k(p) - oo for 
some keN. 
Proof: If M contains no infinite increasing sequence, then 
it is inversely well-ordered and it suffices to put ar, = or , 
;TT2 = 0. 
Assume that M contains an infinite increasing sequence -i r A . 
Set jfT'j =-f p e *T | f i(p) < co for all i e N } and of2 = JT \ Jt , . Sin-
ce M satisfies the condition (**), the set { ^ © Z^ } is fini-
- 31? -
te and consequently the set N 0 L is inversely well-ordered. 
1 
By Lemma 2, the sequence i t . €> Z^ } contains infinitely many dif-
ferent terms and the assertion follows e a s i l y . 
Lemma 14: Let G be a completely decomposable group of the 
form G = i®1 3.t where 3. are of rank one and of the types 'T. , 
i e N. If &' = -tp1,p2,. . . } is a set of primes such that %l (g) Z < 
< ^2 ® za"
 < • • ' and r i ( p ) < °° for a11 i c M and P * sr' » then 
G contains a regular subgroup H not belonging to the class 1#t . 
Proof: For each ieN set U. = © 3 . and decompose G into 
G =^© 1 UA €) V. In each 3 k select an element u i k with zero'p.-
pi 
height in G and consider the subgroup 
H =<V.P iU i,u i k - u i k + 1 | i , k e N > 
of G. It is easy to see that H is a regular subgroup of G. 
First, we shall show that u i l4
 H for al* ^ci!- Proving indi-
rectly, suppose that u.,€.H for some i eH. In view of the form of 
G we then have u ^ - piui + .21^ ^ ( u ^ ) -
 ui k+1^* Since u i e U i > 
there are integers m, (u,, , (t^*---*^ such that muA -j^-^ f^i^i^ 
and owing to hj! (u,. ) = 0 we can suppose that ( m , p i ) = 1. Thus we 
p i 
have m u n - p4 fa ^ k u . k • m *fa - V
u i k - u l k + 1 ) and consequ-
ently 
Pi ^ + w i\-x - m, 
PA (U<2 - m ^ - i + m -X-2 * ^ ' 
p i ^ r - l " m ^ r - 2 + m \ - l * ° 
Pir̂ r - BIL . r-i 
Adding all these equalities we get P4 1̂ -4 * k 
i « - r - . X . . - °. 
5: ^ s m, which contra-
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diets the hypothesis (m,p.) = 1. 
-Suppose now that H € ffi, . Then there is a partition if= 
= 3f.\jK~v...KjJt of 3f such that H £) Z^ is completely de-
composable with the ordered type set T(H<3> Z ) for each je{l,2, 
...,n}. By Lemma 2 there is j cCl,2,...,ni such that the sequen-
ce t, 0 Z_ --. x0 €> I . .6..., where 3f\ = or'n 31,, contains infi-
nitely many different terms. 
The group H ® 1 , is obviously completely decomposable, 
j 
M ® Z , = ffiL 1^ . Let p, be any prime from jri. Because PjU*, € 
c H S H 0 Z-* , the element P*U|i has a non-zero component in fini-
tely many 1^ 's. Let H. be the direct sum of those direct summands 
I of H ® Z. , in which PjU,, has a non-zero component, and H2 
be the direct sum of all other direct summands L^ of H ® Z . . 
From the finiteness of T(H,) and from the preceding part the exi-
stence follows of xo Q> Z_ with XB® 1^, > x for all £cT(H,) 
S 3f . S 3i A x 
and so PjU*s€ H2 . 
Further, u ^ - uis = (u^ - ui2) + (ui2 - ui5) + . . . + 
* ^Ui s-1 " uis^cH®*_ir' a n d n e n c e u n " uis s ni + n2» n l € Hl» 
h2c H2. Multiplying by p. we get P^u,, = p.h, and so u,, = h, € H. 
This contradiction completes the proof. 
Lemma 15: Let G = D £> H be a completely decomposable group 
with the ordered type set, where 0 is divisible and H reduced. If 
T(H) either is inversely well-ordered or it contains an infinite 
increasing sequence x.< ^ 2 < ... such that for every x € T(H) 
it is x < X for some n c N, the set Kx e T(H) | x 4* % ? is inver-
sely well-ordered for every neN and for every prime p it is 
^ k(p) = oo for some kcN, then every regular subgroup of G is 
completely decomposable. 
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Proof: See D , Theorem 2.1 and T6, Theorem 2J. 
Proposition 4; If G is a torsionfree group which does not 
satisfy the condition (Rg), then G contains a regular subgroup not 
belonging to the class dTl. 
Proof: By hypothesis, there is a subset st'£. 3f such that 
G &> 1^, is completely decomposable with the ordered type set 
TCG&'Z^/) containing an increasing sequence t,-< ^ 2
<--- such 
that tAp)<co for all ieN and p c ir* .An application of Lem-
ma 14 now finishes the proof. 
Proposition 5: If G is a torsionfree group of the type (n,l) 
satisfying the condition (Rg) then every regular subgroup of G be-
longs to some class 77t(m) where m-£2nl. 
Proof: Using Lemma 12 we see that by Lemmas 6 and 13 there 
is a partition of the set sr into at most 2nl parts, X - jr.u jf2u 
u ... \J3i k, such that for each j e*fl,2,... ,k} the group G & Z^ 
is completely decomposable of the form D@H where D is divisible, 
H reduced and T(H) is either inversely well-ordered or it contains 
an in finite increasing sequence %+< %2< •». such that for eve-
ry x c T(H) it is % < xi for some ieN, the ̂ et -f % e T(H)|$^ v£ 
is inversely well-ordered for every icN and-for every prime p it 
is f (p) a ao for some reN. Now it suffices to apply Lemma 15. 
Theorem 2: Any regular subgroup of a torsionfree group G € 
e W . belongs to ^ if and only if G satisfies conditions (Rg) 
and (R). 
Proof: By Propositions 2, 4 and 5. 
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